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DID YOU KNOW THAT…?

Vinfoil Optima 110 lands on KBA 106 at

That Vinfoil organizes a monthly

SCHELLING AG Switzerland

Vinfoil Innovation Day (VID) in
cooperation with Grafische Groep
Matthys (Turnhout, Belgium). During
this day, you have the possibility to
see the latest addition to the Vinfoil
family, the Optima, in action on a
KBA Rapida 106 (6+L).
Also, you will be able to get first
hand feedback from Matthys about
their experience with the Vinfoil
Optima.

At the end of December, Vinfoil has delivered and installed an
Optima 110 equipped with: ALUS+ (a fully Automatic Loading and
Unloading System), FSC (Foil Shaft Changer) and MFU (Multiple Foil
Use: a foil optimization system). The Optima 110 replaced the
previous Cold Foil device delivered by one of our competitors.
Mr. Beat Schelling (President of SCHELLING AG) after the
installation:
“SCHELLING AG has decided to install and integrate the Vinfoil to
the new KBA press Rapida 106. The very easy handling of the
Optima as well as the reduction of the foil consumption were two
of the main reasons for this decision.
Furthermore, it was very important to have the latest production
technology with one of the best price-performance ratios.”

Mr. Vincent van der Heijden
(CEO of Vinfoil):
“We are very glad to become
a partner of SCHELLING AG.
We are sure that our fantastic
machine with all its features
will bring them a lot of profit
and bring the company to a
new level of experience with
the Cold Foil world.“
SCHELLING AG is an
independent, Swiss familyowned company whose
The Vinfoil Optima installed at SCHELLING AG on their new KBA Rapida 106
history and traditions extend
back 140 years, known as a highly specialized, innovative manufacturer of packaging.
The people of Vinfoil are passionate about technology and about
what they do. Which is reflected in the entire range of machines,
from our Micro, Infigo and of course, our Optima.
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